
. INSPIRATION! .
My picture of the week...

We are all looking for cool escapes this summer. We
might not be able to currently fly off to Paris, but we can



enjoy the beauty of her city gardens.
Think about GREEN:

This color has the more variety than any other
It is the color of youth, nature & envy
It is an incredibly calming color
Green is considered the color of safety &
Some feel it is the color of 'Good Luck'

. ART .
Five Green Peas in a Pod !!

This artwork is created from little bits of paper.
Those of you familiar with this art form will know that it is

called 'Paper Mosaics'.
In some of my art I try to incorporate little pictures.

There are frogs, peacock feathers, apples, leaves & all



sorts of little gems in this one.
The earth is rich with beautiful GREEN

elements in nature!

. HOME DESIGN .
Fresh GREEN for your next Project !

Another creative accent color for your home!
A Great Green!

My entire career revolved around color and how to
incorporate it into homes, commercial & industrial areas.
I was responsible for creative aspects of color & paint.

If you want to do something unique in your home,
consider the ease, flexibility and low cost of paint:



In this kitchen all expensive finishes & surfaces are
treated with neutral colors.

Ceilings, walls, trim & island are all cool white.

Stainless steel & black granite make statements.

Shelving & stools are black for that industrial edge.

Floors add a wood finish for a touch of warmth.

The GREEN accent on cabinets is all paint. You can
enjoy this approach and change the color to suit your
change of decor very easily. [I know, easy for me to
say... but I love paint & all the magic it can create.]

LINK to Home Design INSIGHT on our Website

. PAPER FLOWERS .
A tiny accent of GREEN...



This little vintage wood block may be small in size; yet, it
is just the gentle touch of green you might need. I found a
small print of an Impressionist painting and used it for the

front of the wood. Drilled a space that is to the left of
center, deep enough to incorporate the stems of my
bouquet. A little thistle, painted iris, sparkler mum,

compass rose & paper leaf make it perfection!

LINK to Paper Flower
Instructions

. PAINTED FURNITURE .
Green with a little Zing !



This table is just happy. When I look at it I cannot be sad.
If you would like to incorporate a fresh color at home, go

ahead and paint happiness.

Our homes are becoming more important in our lives.
Create the environment you want to live in. It is the best

therapy, along with art of course.

LINK to our Painted Furniture
Projects

With my every best wish...



Two shades of green... one in my top and another in my
little Zachary's eyes. I am blessed to have this little guy to

hug, although he may not agree 100% of the time!

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be

in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!

A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!



Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


